
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I/We wish to attend the Turner vs. Constable study day on 
Wednesday 25th October 2017  
 

 I/We enclose a cheque for £ ______ made payable to Stafford 
DFAS. 
 

Name(s):  ________________________________________ 
Address:           __________________________________________ 
             __________________________________________ 
   __________________________________________ 
 
  Telephone: .............................  Mobile: ................................  
 
 

Email address: ………………………………………………………………………. 

Cost:    £ 32  (to include morning coffee and biscuits) 
Only a limited number can be accommodated 
 

Clearance of your cheque is confirmation of booking, in 
addition email acknowledgment is available.  

There will be no refunds on cancellations unless there is a 
waiting list. 
Please return the slip below by October 11th 2017 to: 
 

Amanda Weaver 
The Stable  
Pirehill Lane 
Stone, Staffs ST15 0BU 
Tel: 01785 286689 / Mobile 0797 197 8994 

Turner or 
Constable? 

 
STAFFORD DECORATIVE & FINE 

ARTS SOCIETY 
 

Turner vs. Constable 
The Great British Paint-off 

 

A Study Day will be held in the 
Mountbatten Suite 

 

Gatehouse Theatre 

Wednesday October 25th 2017 



Nichola Moorby BA MA 
 

An independent art historian specialising in British art 

of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. She 

studied at the University of York and Birkbeck College, 

London. Formerly a curator at Tate Britain she has 

curated a number of exhibitions and has published 

widely on J.M.W. Turner, including contributions to the 

forthcoming online catalogue of the Turner Bequest. 

She is also co-editor and author of 'How to Paint Like 

Turner' (Tate Publishing, 2010). In addition, she has 

published on Walter Richard Sickert and is co-author of 

Tate's catalogue of works by the Camden Town Group. 
  

Turnver vs. Constable:  

The Great British Paint-Off 
 

This is the story of the epic rivalry between the two 

giants of British art, J.M.W. Turner and John Constable. 

As unlike in background and temperament as their 

paintings were in style, these two creative geniuses 

transformed the art of landscape. This lecture/study 

day sets them head-to-head and examines their 

differences, their similarities, their battles and their 

shared triumphs. But who will ultimately be crowned 

star painter? As well as giving an overview of Turner 

and Constable, the subject provides an enjoyable 

overview of the British art world during the nineteenth 

century. 

1:  

10.30 

 - 11.30 

Meet the Contenders 
The biographies of the two artists, their life 
stories from beginning to maturity and when 
their paths crossed.  

11.30 – 

12.00 

Coffee break 

2:  

12.00 

 -1.00 

Sketches, Sketching and Sketchbooks 
One of the ways Turner and Constable 
revolutionised landscape painting was 
through fresh approaches to the act of 
sketching. 

1.00 

 - 2.00 

Lunch 

3:  

2.00  

– 3.00 

The Haywain vs The Fighting Temeraire 
The final session compares the two artists at 
the end of their lives and how their 
posthumous reputations have waxed, waned 
and evolved. 

Ramsgate 

Salisbury Cathedral 
from the Bishop’s 
Ground 


